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Informatization is current world economy and social development of the major
trend， information has become an important resource， become the realization of
economic and social development of the important factors and direct productivity. In the
face of the wave of informatization， accelerate the construction of public security
information of public security work is the important impetus for reform and innovation.
The public security organ in the public security management work becomes more and
more complicated，the existing security management system can not meet the current
security management work need， therefore the establishment of a comprehensive，
advanced nature，practicality and flexibility of public security management information
system has become an inevitable trend.
The thesis first introduces the Lucheng Public Security Bureau on duty one the
system research background，the problems need to be solved are outlined，discusses the
research significance and importance，elaborated the system development method and
the related technology； this paper puts forward the design target of the system，the
system carried out a detailed needs analysis， including business needs， function
demand， data requirements and non-functional requirements， given the system's
business process diagram，use case diagram class diagram and the concept，the use-case
description； In system design， the system carry out the overall design and module
design， including the suspect access management module， storage management
module，early evidence property management module and other function modules，gives
the structure chart of the function module design and processing flow chart，expounds in
detail the design content，the interface design，and the use of the entity class diagram，
E-R chart and database table structure of the database detailed design；finally the thesis
research content undertook summing up，pointed out the the inadequacy of existence，
and the further work is prospected.
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